A Comprehensive Solution for Planning, Implementing and Operating Complex Broadband VPN Environments

The Internet has evolved into a viable and attractive connectivity option for enterprises
and retailers with widely distributed locations. Broadband access secured with Virtual
Private Network (VPN) technology gives organizations a cost-effective, reliable and
secure way to distribute corporate applications and information to every worker in
every location. Unfortunately, since a Broadband VPN environment consists of so
many types of broadband access, from so many different providers – all with unique
product specifications, CPE and service delivery processes – planning, implementing
and operating a Broadband VPN has become an art few have mastered.

The Solution
This comprehensive Managed
Broadband VPN service allows
enterprises and retailers to take
advantage of the cost savings related to
Broadband VPN solutions while, at the
same time, eliminating the operational
burdens associated with coordinating
and managing the complex web of
carriers, equipment and services used
in a Broadband VPN environment.

• Prequalification & Design
• Provisioning & Installation
- Project Management
- Broadband Ordering & Provisioning
- CPE Configuration, Staging &
Installation

• CPE Maintenance
• Fault Management
• Billing Consolidation & Payment

CICAT Networks and VITAL Network Services have partnered to offer
organizations a single, independent resource for planning, implementing and
operating their Broadband VPN environments.
From helping customers explore the potential cost benefits to implementing
and managing their new solution, our sales and technical staff deliver the best
solutions to meet our customers’ individual needs. The process begins by
prequalifying customer sites using a proprietary online database and selecting
the most suitable access option for each location based on the customer’s
specific requirements. CICAT leverages its relationships with thousands
of national and regional DSL, cable and fixed wireless providers to achieve
maximum broadband coverage for our Managed Broadband VPN customers.
The ordering, provisioning and installation process is closely managed by an
experienced project manager who tracks and regularly reports on the progress
achieved. This ensures customer projects are completed on time and on
budget. Once the network is operational, VITAL’s network professionals begin
monitoring the network 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week to quickly identify and
manage the resolution of any problem that occurs. To save our customers the
hassle of receiving and paying multiple bills from a variety of sources, CICAT
receives, audits and consolidates customer invoices and handles payment and
dispute resolution.
By closely managing the entire process and applying proven methodologies and
support approaches, the Managed Broadband VPN service enables customers
to quickly realize the significant benefits of implementing a Broadband VPN.

Industry analysts estimate that a Managed Broadband
VPN can deliver the reliable, secure access that
distributed organizations need - at 50% the cost of
traditional network solutions.

The Difference
CICAT and VITAL’s unique approach to planning, implementing and
managing Broadband VPNs sets them apart from the competition while
delivering exceptional value to their customers.
Built-In Flexibility
A network-neutral, technology-agnostic approach enables CICAT and
VITAL to customize products, services and tools to exceed customers’
expectations and maximize value.
Better Price, Better Value
When compared to single network solutions from typical network
providers, CICAT’s unique business model provides improvements of up
to 50% in broadband coverage, reducing ongoing network costs by over
40%.

Minimizes Risk
Decreases the risks of migration by
reducing the complexity and providing
expert support every step of the way
Greater Savings
Reduces operating expenses while
lowering capital investment costs and
monthly charges
Improved Flexibility
New sites are provisioned quickly and
easily without any major disruptions
Increased User Productivity
Empowers users with secure, reliable
high-speed access that will enhance
their productivity

Commitment To Advocacy
Through relationships with national and regional carriers and providers,
CICAT and VITAL can represent customers on their behalf, and obtain
better pricing, find additional coverage options and more quickly resolve
service and product issues.

Saves Time
CICAT and VITAL take on the burden
of coordinating and managing the
Broadband VPN as well as handling
billing consolidation and payment, so
our customers are free to focus on
important business issues

Proven Efficiency
CICAT and VITAL have developed a systematic approach to setting up
and managing Broadband VPN environments in a consistent, efficient
and effective manner. This approach reduces the time spent on routine
installations, troubleshooting and management.

Single Point-of-Contact
Eliminates the hassles and fingerpointing associated with coordinating
and managing multiple carriers and
equipment vendors

24x7 Monitoring and Support
VITAL’s proactive network monitoring coupled with a team of highly skilled
technical support engineers and network experts means customers
experience maximum network availability through reduced mean time to
repair.
Ongoing Visibility
Regular reports are provided for order tracking, provisioning status,
and network faults. Additionally, customers can view and track their
broadband orders and see the status of their network in real time by
logging into secure online portals.
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For more information, contact:
CICAT Networks

VITAL Network Services

3975 Fair Ridge Dr.
Suite 350 South
Fairfax, VA, 22030

14520 McCormick Dr.
Tampa, FL 33626

800.988.4736
www.cicat.com

888.248.4825
www.vital-ns.com
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